SECRET FROM WYDEN-4 2-15-C. LOGA FOR WYDEL.

LOCKHEED FOR DEPT 51-46 AND 41-55. SUBJECT: FLASH REPORT OF
LAUNCHING OF IMPACTER X (SHOOT-DEFT-FIRED) FROM
VANDERBILT AND.

2. VEHICLE COMPARISON

1.1. SATELLITE VEHICLE, LOCKHEED Model ACHDA SERIAL

NUMBER 1544, GROSS WIGHT 46923, TUNNEL 9651.

1.2. FIRST STAGE VEHICLE, THRU EM-25, BAG SERIAL NO.

672 MEDICION TO ACCEPT THE AGENDA NO. 1974.

OFFICE SYMBOX ORIGINATOR
NAME WYDEL, RED CO., WAP
DATE 4-06-56

Form 11
1 Nov 56
COORDINATION SHEET
Replaces AFBMD Form 11, 1 Jun 59.
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